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TOW—continued

The major difficulty in getting power back on
the ship was the state of the boilers, which apparently had not been cleaned since the ship was
built. Several experts said that they were the
dirtiest boilers they had ever seen. They had to be
cleaned before steam could be raised, so the permanent crew set to, working watch and watch by
night, backed up by volunteers from Bulwark by
day. These volunteers were mainly aircrew
officers, several of whom now proudly display
stokers' badges on their flying suits. Nobody
enjoyed the work. It was extremely hot and indescribably filthy. After a watch below one came
on deck blackened from head to foot by a mixture
of soot and sweat. Several had to be helicoptered
to Bulwark to have soot cleared from their eyes.
There was plenty of other work as well, manhandling heavy drums of diesel oil, unloading
stores from the boats, humping gear which the
helicopters winched down, cleaning the living
quarters, and renewing the electrics. Whenever a
tow was passed or parted all hands had to be turned
out; for without steam for the capstan all the
working of the heavy chain cable and the large
wires had to be done by hand. Hours were long,
the work was hard, sleep was scarce and comforts
were few, but throughout the ship a tremendous
spirit prevailed derived from knowing that there
was a worth-while task to perform.
Sometimes the seaboat was lowered to take the
working party from ship to ship, but if the sea
conditions were bad a helicopter was used instead.
On Wednesday evening the working party came
back by seaboat. Several attempted to climb the
lifelines thirty feet to the deck above, and one
aircrew officer, not realising how the hard day's
work had affected him, fell. Had the seaboat been
directly below he would have been seriously
injured, but by good fortune he fell clear. Another
officer jumped into the sea and supported him
till the boat reached them.
Puma's tow parted again on Thursday morning,
but the drill was well rehearsed now and it was
soon replaced. Just before breakfast time Bulwark
performed what must be a unique operation. A
Skyraider of 849D Flight was launched by free
take-off. We claim that this is the first time an

Note the foresail in heavy seas
in the course of time the ship might break in two.
Course was altered towards Ras al Hadd, much
closer, and with the wind on the beam.
A signalled report was received in Bulwark
stating that a dhow with several hundred Arabs
on board had sunk off Masira Island. One of our
Skyraider aircraft which had been left ashore at
R.A.F. Masira carried out several searches of the
area, but failed to locate either wreckage or
survivors.
During Monday night the tow progressed at
about one knot towards Ras al Hadd and by o800
Tuesday the convoy (Bulwark, Melika and Puma,
with St. Brides Bay and Wave Knight in company)
was seventy-five miles from the nearest land. The
cruiser H.M.S. Newfoundland, on passage from
Bahrein to Singapore, joined company to transfer
mail, at the same time signalling a message of
good luck. Puma and Loch Alvie, who had joined us,
both went close alongside Melika during the evening to pass fresh water into her. The helicopters
of 84.5 Squadron spent a busy day ferrying drums
of diesel oil across. On Monday evening and
Tuesday morning the wind dropped considerably
and . the swell went down, but by Tuesday evening
the Wind was back to force 6 and the sea was
rough. This weather continued through Wednesday.
Towards evening Puma's tow parted. We continued towing while she recovered it to pass again,
but, without the frigate as a rudder, Melika was
almost unmanageable.
From Saturday night onwards about fifty
officers and ratings from Bulwark and Puma were
permanently in Melika. Each day twenty volunteers were sent across to be a working party.
Melika had a 15 degree list to port. Forward of
the bridge she was intact, but the midships
section was a shambles of burnt and twisted steel.
The port side, which in any sea was awash, had
a terrific hole in it, where the bow of Fernand
Gilabert had come inboard, and the sea flowed
freely in and out. The thick steel deck was buckled
and twisted. Aft, the superstructure paintwork
was blistered and inside a bad fire had gutted the
provision room. The original boarding party were
kept busy for some hours getting this fire under
control.

"By the beard ! Strange weapons, Ali ?"
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aircraft carrier towing a derelict tanker has operated fixed wing aircraft.
During the day the convoy passed into the lee
of the coast of Oman, where wind and sea conditions were easier. It may be that the improved
conditions made us a little too confident. A turn
to starboard was made just as Melika sheered to
starboard. The tow went slack, Bulwark's engines
were stopped and then reversed, but Melika was
too far on the beam. The tow suddenly came taut,
parting the towing pendant on the quarterdeck.
This towing pendant had a breaking strain of 110
tons, which may give some idea of the tension on
the wire. Those on duty on the quarterdeck were
most dangerously placed, but by good fortune
the wire, the towing pendant, the towing slip and
the carpenters' stopper flew clear on their rapid
flight over the side.
Having anticipated that this could happen, we
had attached a three-and-a-half-inch recovery
wire by a carpenters' stopper to the six-and-a-halfinch towing wire. The tow having parted, the
recovery wire attached to it ran out for a hundred.
fathoms and then supported the weight. When
both ships were stopped, the three-and-a-half-inch
wire was brought to the capstan and the towing
wire heaved in and re-secured. Melika swung
beam on to Bulwark and looked like swinging
farther. Loch Alvie very neatly put her sharp bow
on to Melika's quarter and pushed her away.
Friday passed without serious incident, but both
Bulwark and Puma were hard pressed to keep
Melika under control. Ship-handling became a
little easier when, during the afternoon, power
steering became available in Melika. A steward in
Bulwark developed acute appendicitis. The surgeon from Puma was collected by seaboat during
the first watch to assist with the operation.
Saturday morning dawned fine and calm with
Melika and her salvors a few miles off the port of
Muscat. Just after dawn speed was reduced,
causing the long length of tow to anchor Bulwark
and Melika to the bottom. Bulwark heaved in to
recover her six-and-a-half-inch towing wire and
finally we secured Melika's cable to a slip on the
quarterdeck. The tow now consisted of three
shackles of Melika's cable, the weakest link in the
arrangement being a doubled three-and-a-half
inch wire securing the slip to the bollard in

Progress Report (0630) : "After re-coupling the
tow we made four knots throughout the night.
Unfortunately, progress towards Muscat has
been slower."
the rig and to those on the quarterdeck life was a
very tense affair. The minutes dragged by.
The pre-arranged signal to anchor Melika was
three shorts on Bulwark's siren followed by one
long. It was with joyous relief that at 0815 we
made this V signal, and the other ships repeated it
over and over. We had made it.
Bulwark swung seawards free of her encumbrance, the engines working up speed as the ship's
company went to flying stations. Two Skyraiders
were recovered and one launched, then Bulwark
headed back into Muscat.
To add to our pleasure we received a signal
from Loch Killisport giving the good news that she
had safely reached Karachi with Fernand Gilabert
in tow. Perhaps the story of that tow is best told by
two signals from Loch Killisport to Admiralty.
"Following description on conditions on board
Fernand Gilabert received from Commander Brunner, Officer in Charge towing party. The ship was
outward bound to Gulf in ballast when the
collision took place. By the time he and Lieut.Comdr. Hubbard were winched on board by
helicopter at 1235 on Saturday, 13th, the fires
which had been burning since the collision had
died down. However, before setting foot on
board they played fire extinguishers from the
helicopter onto the deck. After the two officers
were safely on board, a second party was flown
over to reinforce them before Bulwark had to
leave to pick up the remainder of the survivors.
This small party was joined that evening by another
party from St. Brides Bay, by which time all fires
had been finally extinguished.
"2. By dark, St. Brides Bay had established a tow
and the crew settled down to a very wet night
on board the semi-gutted ship. There were of
course no heat, light or cooking facilities working
on board, and everything was blackened out by
s moke. Sunday, at 030o, the tow parted and the
rest of a very uncomfortable night was spent drifting and waiting for dawn to break and allow the
crew to make a more detailed inspection.

Bulwark.

The jet pilots had all had a busy week, but not
the jets themselves. Now they proved their worth.
Bulwark could not turn on to the required course
at the slow speed of towing, so "Operation Pinwheel" commenced. Five Seahawks on the port
side worked their engines at a screaming full speed
until Bulwark had spun to the new course. Very,
very slowly we edged in towards the anchorage.
Fixing the ship's position was easy, for on top of
every rocky headland was a fortress or a conspicuous tower. There was no spring in Melika's
cable and, when the strain came on it, it came
clear of the water. There was a terrific strain on
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"2. The Naval Salvage Party under Commander Brunner of H.M.S. Bulwark is still on
board after having spent seven days living in
quarters gutted by fire and covered in soot and
cinders. They are in excellent spirits and have
done a splendid job in filthy surroundings.
"3. Loch Killisport, not designed to tow other
than ships of her size in an emergency only, had a
tricky job towing a 12,000-ton helpless tanker in
ballast. It had to be stern first, since the bow was
severely damaged and there was a constant wind
varying between force 4 and 5. There were a few
anxious moments when the large tanker attempted
to take charge, yawing side to side against a comparatively light tow, and on several occasions it
was touch and go. During the last twenty-four
hours mean speed of advance was one and a
quarter knots only.
"4. It was therefore with great satisfaction that
we made Fernand Gilabert drop her anchor within
three cables of where she was meant to only two
and a half hours after the estimated time of
arrival."-20th September.
Helicopters of 845 Squadron flew a total of 168
trips directly concerned with rescue and salvage
operations, a total flying time of 54 hours. On the
first day the helicopters ferried doctors to the
rescue ships, brought 17 casualties to Bulwark, flew
fire-fighting teams and equipment to two burning
tankers 5o miles apart, and flew 90 miles to Masira
with nine seriously injured. After which they
were continuously employed in daylight hours
ferrying men and equipment to and from Melika
and other ships. On Monday, when weather conditions were unsuitable for boatwork, a helicopter
passed the tow to Melika.
The signal traffic in connection with the rescue
and salvage was enormous, the Communication
Department working watch and watch four hours
on, four hours off, throughout the operation.
Many people in Bulwark worked hard, but few as
long as the captain, Captain P. D. Gick, O.B.E.,
D.S.C.*, Royal Navy, who is credited with only
twelve hours' sleep in seven days.

"Full salvage terms, Mister?"
"3. The pause afforded by the fact that Loch
Killisport could not pass her tow Sunday, because
of the weather, enabled us to take stock of the
situation. It was immediately obvious that when
the fire was at its height no one could have stayed
on board, though her main machinery was only
slightly damaged. By using the hand pumps it
was possible to get fresh water from the ship's
tanks. The blacksmiths' forge was turned into a
makeshift galley and we had to look for additional
items to augment the rations that the frigates
passed over to us. We also set about improving the
living accommodation, which had been gutted
while trying to carry out makeshift repairs to the
engines and auxiliary services, so far without
much success, though we have managed to raise
steam today, Wednesday.
"4. Early on Monday Loch Killisport managed
to take us in tow and so far, though the wind and
sea have made steering and navigation difficult,
we have progressed at the rate of 8o to 90 miles a
day in the general direction of Karachi.
"5. In spite of the uncomfortable conditions on
board, everyone is in good spirits and optimistic
about getting into port soon. The crew spend
their day trying to clean up the mess and repair
machinery, tending the tow, cooking, mustering
the personal gear of the previous crew, and, last
but not least, looking after the two tortoises which
somehow managed to survive the blaze."—Midnight, 17th .
The other signal read:
"At 0815 local time this morning Loch Killisport
slipped the tow of s.s. Fernand Gilabert inside the
limits of the port of Karachi. Fernand Gilabert
anchored, having been towed some 350 miles in
five days. She will be taken up harbour by tugs
tomorrow, Sunday.

"It's wonderful, darling! I have only to mention
my husband's on 'Bulwark.' "
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THE GOOFERS
how we spend our
leisure on board a ship, what prevents us from
going round the bend. For, after all, few of us
have hobbies, and, strangely enough, few of us end
our careers in mental institutions—at least, I hope
this is true. The difference between sanity and
complete lunacy lies, I think, in our capacity for
goofing.
For the benefit of anyone who does not know
what a "goofer" is, let me explain. We are a
nation of incurable watchers. Watching has
become a national institution. What man who is
proud to call himself a true Briton can walk past
a building site or a hole in the road without so
much as a look ? Some construction firms have
even entered into the spirit of the game—for this
it surely is—and now publish daily progress
bulletins for the benefit of interested watchers.
In the Navy we have gone a step further; this
game has been developed into something more
than just watching, a mere sport. It has become
"goofing," a highly developed art. Yes, a goofer
is surely an artist, an expert in his own right.
I recall a particular occasion during our cruise
when the goofers had a field day. This was the
day we arrived at Suez. Everyone was wondering
what sort of a reception we would receive and was,
no doubt, looking forward to seeing something out
of the ordinary. After anchoring prior to the
canal transit, the pipe "Hands out of the dress of
the day may now return to the upper deck"
brought forth a veritable stream of goofers. Every
door and hatch on the upper deck spewed forth
its hundreds of enthusiasts. They were here to
goof, and goof they would. All decked out in the
official rig for goofing (which means anything
that is unconventional or non-uniform), they
sweated and heaved their way to the best vantage
points. So many intense burning eyes, seeking out,
dissecting, enumerating. Behind each pair of eyes
an agile brain feverishly garbling, docketing and
filing the false impressions being transmitted from
their overworked retinas. Hastily painting the
most fantastic mental abstractions of the most
mundane objects.
The merchant ship with the midget submarine
on its stern became a thing of horror, in the pay of
some mysterious foreign power, plotting our
destruction. The Suez campaign is relived in a
hundred different ways as the hungry eyes fall on
the wreck of a landing-craft lying alongside at a
crazy angle.
Once every detail has been devoured the goofers
turn their questing eyes inboard, seeking more
food for their ravenous brains. "Gosh . . . Look at
this !" Jumbo (the mobile crane) is picking up a
reel of wire for the catapult. "This surely is something to write home about." There is a perceptible tremor as the many feet pound towards this
strange phenomenon, this amazing spectacle that
one is hardly likely to see more than eight or nine
times in a working day. But then, this is not just
MANY PEOPLE MAY WONDER

a working day—this is the day for goofing; and if
we are of a mind to goof, then we goof.
Up the flight deck proceeds the solemn procession, led by Jumbo and the intriguing reel of wire.
Past the lift-well and on towards the port catapult.
All eyes drinking in the details. Who, for instance,
would have thought that the crane was not to
be driven for more than half an hour at a time ?
But there it is written in solid brass on the side.
How amazing! Someone says, "The wire is too
short." Off we go. "Home by May." "No catapult, no flying; no flying, no cruise." "Better tell
the Captain it's all off."
These are the true goofers, the men who can
goof at anything, not like the specialist goofers
who have a particular line of country—for example,
the Galley Goofers. This sect hangs around the
galley door following every movement of the chef
with greedy eyes. Obsessed with the drama of the
bangers being brutally stabbed and tossed, with
a nonchalant flick of the wrist, into the fryer.
Fancy being able to break two eggs at a time, and
who would have thought that they put custardpowder in cocoa ? Surely all this is more exciting
than the bullfight, more fascinating than the skill
of an acrobat.
Another specialist type of goofer is the "Walter
Mitty," who is always there at flying stations.
How many pilots realise that each time they take
to the air they are accompanied by a hundred of
these faithful would-be aviators, their sticky hands
reaching out to take the controls. Or that each
time they land on they are brought in on G.C.A.
(Goofer Controlled Approach). Every error of
judgment is quietly admonished, each landing
analysed by this team of ground-bound flyers
without wings.
But surely I, too, am a goofer, for I goof at the
goofers. I wonder if anyone goofs at me. If so, he
must surely be the king of goofers.
R. E. S.
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